EXISTENCE – PART 3

We have looked at Existence from the standpoint of the Illuminists and while I find the
equation r=0, r>=0 and r>0 something of simplistic beauty, I do disagree with the current
interpretation placed upon it as it is somewhat misleading. Before we come to this, I would
like to offer a little more background on ‘existence’ to help people appreciate and understand
what we will be covering in more detail later.
In a simplistic and symbolic way we could say that the Universe exploding from its’
Singularity is cooling down as it expands, until it solidifies into what we all would recognise
as the physical material world. Likewise we could also say that as the Universe expands it
begins to slow down, the frequency of the energy waves (sine/cosines) reduces. This would
also be true, but less symbolically so and more factually so. Let us quickly examine what
happens using the human body as an example of the ‘slowing down’ of frequencies due to
expansion.
The further we break down matter into its components, the more potent its frequency
becomes – physically speaking. As the nucleus measures a higher frequency spectrum than
the atom itself, the element within a molecule again measures a higher frequency spectrum
than the molecule itself, the molecule higher than the cell, and the cell higher than the organ,
and so forth. “The human, made of the sum of all elements, cells and organs, is less
intelligent than his individual components…

“This scale shows that a single water molecule has far more intelligence than a human
being…the degree of intelligence of one individual person is again higher than that of the
state or nation of which he is a citizen. This might explain why some of the federal laws are
incomprehensible to us individuals.”76 This is why people involved in say cults and religions
have lower vibrational rates as they gradually become imprisoned towards the vibration of
the Archon’s nine. This is what our belief systems do, they programme us to believe in one
ideology at the expense of freethinking and all other possibilities that may be worthy of
exploration. This is also why many people involved in group beliefs often cannot see the
wood for the trees because they have been conditioned to believe that anything that conflicts
with their belief – for they and only they are the true torch bearers of truth or God’s chosen
people - is the work of Satan or some other devil incarnate. Our belief systems – to a greater
or lesser degree – imprison us within the lower vibrational group mentality and we begin to

act out our lives according to the groups’ rules and beliefs. All this ‘conditioning’ stops us
from being a free thinker. It stops us from ebbing, flowing and evolving like all of nature
does. In effect we become like the Archons, the male ego-energy, a rigid unmovable throne
or pillar, a stable one, immutable, inflexible and so on.
This looking within – the Inner Journey – has been promoted by Illuminists/Gnostics for
thousands of years, stressing the importance that everything we need is inside us, NOT
external to us. Simply because creation works from in to out and if we need to access the
Source of Creation, then we have to look within. The original teachings of Buddhism and
Taoism also taught the same, before they became infiltrated by the Archons and became more
‘religified’ as I call it.

This is the beauty of the vortex in understanding how things work and how the Archons
encourage us to look up and into the heavens for our inspiration when it is obvious that the
higher frequencies/vibrations/energies are within, towards the centre of the vortex – the Inner
Journey. This is how ‘they’ control us by keeping us locked in the ‘loop’ or the rim towards
the edge (top) of the vortex where we are constantly subjected to the lower vibrations. This is
why they use lost souls and other lower vibrations to create beliefs in our
psyche/soul/consciousness which encourage us to buy into their reality and to look into their
external lower vibratory world for the answers. This is all that reincarnation is, an excuse
whereby through our belief systems, our past mistakes, ego and greed, and all of the other
imbalances that make up this disease in consciousness that we have created, is fed back to us
healthy humans to keep this disease alive and growing. Just like the tumour in the body
converts healthy cells around it into taking on board the tumour’s own imbalanced
‘memory/consciousness’, whereby the tumour grows and spreads.

This is exactly how the Archons keep us spiritually in the dark by keeping us focused on the
lower vibrations towards the rim of the vortex (the periphery of Creation). We have
established that higher vibrations of light/energy/intelligence lie within us and not without.
This is how the astral lords capture our souls through human beings using their instilled-intoour-consciousness-belief-systems that encourage us to look externally towards their lower
vibrations for the answers. We are then encouraged thorough beliefs, prayers, invocations,
ceremonies and rituals to bring into our psyche/energy fields these lower astral vibrational
entities believing them to be something else, something divine that can in some way ‘save
and protect’ us. As we now know, the Archons use born-again programmed ‘reincarnated’
lost souls and other attachments to control their human hosts, using them to help bring a

belief into humanity that their astral reality is something divine or spiritual, and this reality in
fact created US, when we know we actually created THEM. (See Archons – How they
Control the World)
So, to conclude this part of the story about frequencies, the highest and purest energy source
there is, Oneness/Isness resides within each and every one of us, with no exceptions. This is
the purest energy there is, the Source Energy of Creation, and it is within each and every one
of us waiting to be accessed through the Inner Journey. This is why so many people, groups
and mystery schools have been advocating the inner journey for thousands of years. It is
ONLY through the Inner Journey that we can possibly achieve Gnosis. We cannot achieve
gnosis through the left brain ego-intellect at all as we shall discover as we progress.
Further this Source Energy of Oneness/Isness – the Living Light of Creation as I call it – is
within ALL LIFE in the Universe. It is the pure energy that animates ALL LIFE, be that a
blade of grass, a bird, tree or mammal, it matters not. The only thing that separates life
species is our DNA, the brain (mind/soul), and in particular, the left brain ego-intellect, as we
will discover shortly.
The explosive part of Creation – the Universe in which we find ourselves – is the World of
Separation. This is where Oneness/Isness begins to slow down and separate and how we see
ourselves as separate to everything else, when in fact we are all part of the whole. Everything
in this reality we live in – dead or alive – is about one thing and one thing only,
CONSCIOUSNESS! We are living in the explosion part of existence which is a sea of ebbing
and flowing consciousness. It is the world of Becoming, or at least should be unless we buy
into the diseased Ego-Consciousness where we are then the Great Unbecoming.
I cannot stress the importance of understanding consciousness in this reality within which we
currently exist. It is the key to achieving gnosis and becoming free of this external disease in
consciousness that our ancestral humans have created over time, and many humans today
feed and keep it alive through the energy from human beliefs, prayers, invocations and other
means.
For people who do not fully understand consciousness, or this diseased Archon/ego
consciousness, then please read the article on my timeline: Archons – How they Control the
World (through Consciousness.) It explains exactly how this ‘reality’ was created and how it
has grown over time and how we keep it alive and kicking. This is the creation of the Ten
Astral (Unbalanced) Heavens and how they became manifest. We have to fully appreciate
thoughts and beliefs are both energy and as such ‘create’! An example of this would be if a
thousand people believed in a Flying Pink Pig, then these people would create a pink flying
pig as a Thought Form. Qabalists (Cabbalists) refer to these thought forms as Egregors. Now
imagine billions of people believing in something, which they do, and then imagine just how
fluidic and powerful this thought-form/egregor and the ‘reality’ these billions of people have
created would be?
The difference between the Implosion and Explosion part of Creation, in simple terms at
least, could be described as per the Image shown below, and we will gradually expand upon
this simplistic diagram as we progress to show the importance of the Inner Journey and why
purifying our Mind/Soul is crucial to achieving Gnosis and avoiding the External Egoconsciousness:

The above image symbolically places the Conscious Mind in the centre of this Implosion and
Explosion aspect of Creation. This is because the Conscious Mind/Soul acts as a filter upon
that creative Inner Light and determines what type of consciousness (energy and information)
we express outwards into the collective consciousness of the Earth, Solar System and beyond.
The how and why will become apparent as we progress, but before we come to this important
feature of the Mind/Soul I want to come to the Brain, and in particualr the differences
between the left and right hemispheres. In fact, symbolically, we can equate the two
hemispheres of the brain with the Inner and Outer worlds of Implosion and Explosion.
Most of what we have been led to believe about the right and left brain is actually wrong and
very misleading. After all, it has all been theorized and remains purely hypothetical at best.
Thanks to a great Book “My stroke of Insight” by Jill Bolte Taylor we now have a far more
accurate description of what both hemispheres do and how they behave.
Jill is a Brain Anatomist and had studied the brain for many years. In the 1990s she had a
major stroke and completely lost the use of her left brain and intellect/ego. Therefore she
could only understand ‘reality’ from the perspective of the right brain. Fortunately after many
years of excellent medical care and rehabilitation she finally recovered the full use of her left
brain and was then able to describe what reality was like from the sole perspective of the
right brain. As she wrote in her book, this completely turned her previous understanding
upside down. Here I am just going to extract a few examples of her experience to share a far
more accurate account of the actions and behaviour of the two hemispheres of the brain.
“…Our minds are highly sophisticated ‘seek and ye shall find’ instruments…My right
hemisphere is all about right here, right now…in contrast, my left hemisphere is preoccupied
with details and runs my life on a tight schedule. It is my serious side…My right mind is all
about the richness of this present moment. It is filled with gratitude for my life and everyone

and everything in it. It is content, compassionate, nurturing and eternally optimistic…there is
no judgement of good/bad or right/wrong, so everything exists on a continuum of relativity. It
takes things as they are and acknowledges what is in the present.”
“To my right mind, we are all equal members of the human family. My right mind does not
perceive or give heed to territories or artificial boundaries like race or religion…right mind
character is adventurous, celebrative of abundance, and socially adept. It is sensitive to
nonverbal communication, empathic, accurately decodes emotion, is open to eternal flow
whereby I exist as one with the universe…It is my intuition and higher consciousness.”
Note here that the right brain does NOT perceive race or RELIGION! Therefore there can be
no Mythos associated with the right brain at all!
“…right mind is to bring me new insight in this moment so I can update old files that contain
outdated information…is open to new possibilities and thinks out of the box…is not limited
by the rules and regulations established by my left mind that created that box…is highly
creative…is tuned in to the subtle messages my cells communicate via gut feelings, and it
learns through touch and experience…it celebrates its freedom in the universe…not bogged
down by my past or fearful of what the future may bring…it cares about our mental health as
a society and our relationship with Mother Earth…my right mind understands that I am the
life force power of fifty trillion molecular geniuses crafting my form…understands that we
are all connected to one another in an intricate fabric of the cosmos…my right mind
proclaims, ‘I am a part of it all. We are bothers and sisters on this planet. We are here to help
make this world a more peaceful and kinder place’. My right mind sees unity among all
living entities…”
Now to the left brain: “My left mind is equally amazing…left mind is the tool I use to
communicate with the external world…thinks in language and speaks to me
constantly…manifests my identity…via my left brain language center’s ability to say ‘I am,’
I become an independent entity separate from the eternal flow. As such I become a single, a
solid, separate from the whole…takes pride in its ability to categorize, organize, describe,
judge, and critically analyze absolutely everything…in its constant contemplation and
calculations…It is a perfectionist…Our right mind character values humanity, while our left
mind character concerns itself with finances and economy…is a magnificent multitasker…a
busy bee…processes information remarkably fast – much faster than my right hemisphere…”
“…Our right brain perceives the longer wavelengths of light. As a result, the visual
perception of our right mind is somewhat blended or softened. This lack of edge perception
enables it to focus on the bigger picture of how things relate to one another…Consequently
our right mind is biologically designed to readily tune into our physiology. In contrast our left
brain perceives the shorter wavelengths of light…As a result, our left mind is biologically
adept at identifying separation lines between adjacent entities…our left hemisphere language
centers tune into the higher frequencies of sound, which help them detect, discriminate, and
interpret tones commonly associated with verbal language. One of the most prominent
characteristics of our left brain is its ability to weave stories…our left brain is brilliant in its

ability to make stuff up, and fill the blanks when there are gaps in its factual data…it is
particularly effective at hooking into those circuits of emotion and exhausting all the ‘what if’
possibilities…I realized that my left mind full-heartedly expected the rest of my brain to
believe the stories it was making up…my left brain enthusiastically manufactured stories that
it promoted as truth.”
“…Without structure, censorship, or discipline, our thoughts run rampant on automatic…our
brains remain vulnerable to not only what other people think about us, but also to advertising
and/or political manipulation…During the process of recovery, I found that the portion of my
character that was stubborn, arrogant, sarcastic, and/or jealous resided within the ego center
of that wounded left brain. This portion of my ego mind held the capacity for me to be a sore
loser, hold a grudge, tell lies, and even seek revenge…”
Of course there is far more I could share, but the title of the book and the author is there for
people to read in more depth. I will just offer a quick summary of the full information here
for people:
The left brain Ego-Mind is the one that keeps us locked in a loop of fear and despair and
never seems to stop this incessant ‘chatter’ of thinking the worst. It is like a Doomsday Cult.
The Ego-Mind has broken from its balancing and nurturing ‘everything is joyous’ right brain
partner and as a result is constantly looking externally for the answers. The Ego-Mind is the
Mythos creator and believer. The Ego-Mind is brilliant at creating ‘stories’ and making
‘stuff’ up and then totally believing everything it has created, expecting the rest of the brain
to believe these stories too. We can see this projected into the minds/souls of many people in
this crazy world we live in too, where they too attempt to force or coerce others to follow
their lead and belief.
The Ego-Mind is like a Cancer running out of control, wanting to convert everything around
it to believe in the stories it has made up. Having lost that balancing aspect and cooperation
of the right brain with its awareness that we are all connected as One, it is also searching for
some form of ‘external’ peace and ‘connection’ that it once had. So the ego-mind separates
further and further from balance looking further into the external world for something it is
deeply craving for. This causes the ego-mind to join religions, cults and other ‘groups’ so it
can once again get that ‘feeling’ of ‘connection’ and ‘belonging’ with a collective
consciousness. In other words, instead of looking for something that will keep it in check,
keep it balanced, and preventing it from running out of control – which the right brain
provides – it is now looking for ‘others’ who believe what it believes. This is how people
who live totally in their left brain ego-mind can and do join religious and other so-called
‘spiritual’groups, and even to some extent groups of the likes of ISIS and other Terror
organisations.
The ego-mind is an insidious blight upon humanity and Mother Earth as its’ evolution has
spiralled out of control. The ego-mind always places itself at the very peak of the creative
process. In fact the ego-mind believes that IT created everything and would have us believe
that everything we witness and experience in this explosive part of Creation is merely a

projection of the Source (ego-mind and its’ self-delusion) and is controlled remotely from
outside space and time. This is how barking and deluded the ego-mind is, and as we now
know the ego-mind actually believes everything it has made up, and further, expects
everybody else to believe it too! Again we can witness this in people around us and
communities in general.
I learned from the Inner Journey that the diseased astral consciousness (ego-mind’s egoconsciousness) targeted the weakness of the ego, the I Am principle, the I Am selfimportance in every way possible. In fact if we look throughout history we can find numerous
examples of this. The Prophets of all the major religions were told that they were special, the
most spiritually important chosen one to be the conduit of ‘God’ and spread ‘His’ message to
the people. Then we have the followers of God’s word are the ‘chosen ones’, or will be
resurrected at the Rapture, or will be offered a seat at the right hand of God and 72 Virgins.
Must be a long right hand seat is all I can say. And we have the likes of the New Age
channelling; ‘you are the only vibration we can communicate with…you are the only one
from the right dimension to be able to transmit our words…only you can deliver this
important message to save the world…’ and on it goes. All appealing to the ego and
srengthening their feeling of self importance that ‘they’ and only ‘they’ can ‘save the world’.
Let us apply some logos to the rigidly held belief that the Mind/Soul is the Creative Source
and this is pure energy. In some of the books we read they tell us, rightly so, that the creative
energy of Isness is pure energy but some would also have us believe it is the Mind/Soul too.
Let us play with this ‘belief’. If it were possible for the Mind/Soul to implode back to this
Pure Source energy as is suggested, then this creative energy being absolutely pure would
totally purify the Mind/Soul and all awareness and memory of self would be expunged.
Further, we are led to believe that this Source energy of Isness, the Singularity can only
become aware of itself in the explosive part of creation, the physcial material world in which
we live where it experiences ‘becoming’. Yet, in the thousands of accounts of conversations
with Reincarnated Souls (RS) that have been published ALL the RS remember their past
lives, suffer from the pain and loss, memory and exuberance experienced in those past lives.
So we can see from these simple examples that RS DO NOT come from Source, from Isness
AT ALL and the Source of Creation is most defintely NOT the Mind/Soul as we are led to
believe! In fact the RS (Mind/Soul) comes from the Ego-Mind’s Ego-Consciousness, better
known to many as the Astral Heavens. Though it must be remembered that the Astral does
not see itself as ‘astral’ at all, it sees itself as the Creative Force. If we were to apply any term
of ‘mind’ to the Singularity, Isness or Source, then it would have to be Unconscious Mind!
Only the Light, the Living Light of Creation, the Spirit, Isness/Oneness, the energy of the
singularity that animates all living things implodes back to Source/Spirit – r=0 - to be purified
and returned to animate new life – r>0. Thus we have the r>=0 describing this implosion and
explosion perfectly! If we replace the Mind/Soul with Spirit to the meaning attributed to these
equations then this would be accurate! A fuller understanding of this part of the equation will
be uncovered as we progress.

We will come the difference between the Spirit and the Soul shortly and learn how our
ancestors knew of this many thousands of years ago, along with the importance of the Inner
Journey, the Resurrection of the Soul with the Inner Chrism (Light/Spirit.)

However, I digress and we will discover exactly what the Source Energy of Isness/Oneness is
shortly and how and where it is represented in the explosive part of the universe. We now
need to look at the next Image as this symbolises the importance of the Inner Journey. So we
will look at this image and then discuss this subject further.

Before we come to the image above allow me to quickly explain the difference between the
Soul and the Spirit. Firstly, the Spirit just IS, it is pure light, pure energy, pure Source
Creation. It is the Oneness/Isness, the Singularity and the unconscious mind that is the
creative energy that animates all living things. It is the main reason we have life as we know
it. Spirit is the pure energy of creation that explodes into the external universe to provide
physical life as we know it. Our Soul on the other hand is our consciousness (Mind); it is our
awareness of self, our identity. The soul is the ‘who’ and ‘what’ we are that makes up our
character and our personality and so forth. More correctly our Soul is what WE HAVE
BECOME over time. It is our ID that we broadcast into the world around us. Which is why
we can meet somebody for the first time and without a word being said develop an instant
like or dislike for them, because we are sharing our consciousness (energy and information)
with everything around us. This is important to remember! The Soul/Mind controls our
actions, thoughts and beliefs and a whole lot more. Our soul also acts like a filter on the
‘spiritual’ energy that resides deep within us which we broadcast externally into the
collective consciousness of the earth and beyond. This is why it is essential to purify our Soul
in this one lifetime to escape the Ego-Mind’s ego-consciousness, the Ten Astral Heavens.
To understand the above image we need to appreciate that the Mind/Soul being described is
nothing more than consciousness! The whole explosive part of creation and the Universe is
all about consciousness. Most people don’t even fully understand what consciousness is, yet
it is the most fundamental part of existence in the external physical and non-physical world of
the Universe. Water is the key to understanding consciousness – (see article Archons – How
they Control the World through Consciousness) - on my timeline that covers this subject in
more detail. Water is replete in the Universe and water is the medium that allows energy and
information to come together and express their selves, creating Life and thus, consciousness,
awareness of Self - Life! The Earth is predominantly composed of water, as are humans and
all life, to a greater or lesser degree.
Also consciousness is pliable and easily influenced by external and internal sources, from
external and internal energy and information (consciousness.) The Soul also acts as a filter on
the consciousness (energy and information) that we broadcast into the world around us. It is
how everything in Nature and Creation works. Further, as Consciousness attracts like for like
– the Law of Attraction –it is very important how pure, or not, our soul/consciousness is, and
thus becomes before death of the physical body. All life being animated by the pure Source
Energy of Isness (Living Light of Creation - Spirit) means that we as humans should be
expressing this purity all around us, to help purify the collective consciousness of the world,
like everything else in Nature does.
However, if our mind/soul/consciousness due to the influence of the ego-intellect begins to
buy into and believe in any of these ego-mind created beliefs, then we begin to sully our Soul
with the same type of sullied consciousness of the ego-mind (Astral). As we buy deeper into
any of these beliefs then our Soul becomes even more polluted attracting even more polluted
consciousness towards it, and within it in a kind of self-perpetrating actualisation, a perpetual
loop of being fed constantly increasing imbalance (decreasing purity) in consciousness. We
can see this depicted in the above image.

Our Ancestors knew about the importance of the Inner Journey many thousands of years ago.
In fact they created numerous tales/fables full of symbology (to avoid any prying eyes) to
explain this importance. They were well aware of the huge difference between the Soul and
the Spirit and the importance of the Union between the two, which they referred to as the
Resurrection of the Soul! The Spirit they recognised as the Source Energy, the Creative
Energy/Force of Isness/Oneness. This is perfectly true, the Source of Creation is indeed
PURE ENERGY and this energy animates ALL living things, from a blade of grass to the
largest mammal, the planets and the stars. It matters not as everything is animated by this one
same pure energy our ancestors called Spirit. The Soul/Mind on the other hand they
recognised as merely a reflection of the Spirit, or at least that it should be. They were also
aware of how pliable the Soul/Mind is and how easily it could become corrupted by external
influences. Hence the importance of the Inner Journey was stressed by turning the Soul
inwards to its baptism with the Inner Chrism, the Spiritual Light of Creation. They knew the
importance of this many thousands of years ago. We can also see this depicted in the image
above, and further importance of ‘purity’ of Mind/Soul will become clearer in the next image.
However, as much as this was common knowledge in those days, today, thanks to the egomind inflating its’ own self-importance and arrogance by marrying the soul and the spirit
together and deeming them to be one and the same, many people today do indeed believe that
Soul is the Spirit and Source energy of all creation. Which of course it isn’t, it is just
consciousness, a product of the creative process. Yet another example of the ego-mind
promoting itself into being the creative force of the Universe and the Source of that IS! Mind
boggling just how far the ego-mind will go to grossly overstate its importance and cover up
that the ego-mind is actually nothing more than a runaway cancer in consciousness.
We can see in the above image how the Inner Journey protects the Soul/Mind from the
external ego-mind and its’ diseased ego-consciousness, Astral Mythos and Logos Heavens as
many would recognise it. Yes you read this right! There are three False Logos Heavens or
Astral-Logos heavens as I call them. But before you fall into total despair, there is a True
Logos out there and the Inner Journey helps us to understand this and recognise the falselogos and its’ information that has infiltrated and mingled with what was a true logos,
changing it to subtly point us back into this ego-consciousness and all this entails. It is sad but
true that what was initially a ‘true logos’ has also become infiltrated by the ego-mind over the
years just like everything else we recognise today that has also become infiltrated by Humans
‘occupied’ by RS and controlled by their ego-minded Astral Masters. So we do have a falselogos existing today that contains astral nonsense from the ego-mind which is deliberately
created to distract us and send us completely down the wrong path.
We should also remember that the ego-mind and its’ diseased ego-consciousness is constantly
redefining itself to keep it at the top of the human search for ‘spirituality’. Yahweh has
become an Intergalactic interdimensional space hopping space travelling alien. As have the
Elohim and many others we could mention.

Now we can move into an understanding and appreciation of True Logos and True Gnosis.
The following image brings in a new ‘entity’ in this explanation of existence. One that is
crucially important for each and every one of us to understand and fully appreciate.

In this image we can see that we have introduced the One True Heaven, the Heaven of true
Gnosis. But what is it and how has it come about? As we know everything in creation works
from within to without. The deeper we look inside anything the more space and energy we
find and the frequency of this energy increases. In creation the Source energy, Isness/Oneness
is within each and every living entity, animating it, providing it with the Source Energy of
Creation itself.
Additionally everything within is exploded without, shared with the Consciousness of the
Universe. We are after all living in a sea of constantly ebbing and flowing consciousness,
some consciousness evolving and some devolving in the sense of purity and balance of
consciousness. So we see the Source Energy reflected externally into the collective
consciousness of the Universe, and as we have discussed with the Mind/Soul acting as a filter
upon this pure source energy, we have created, and are continuing to create a diseased and
highly unbalanced consciousness too that serves only to prevent us from accessing this pure
consciousness of the One True Heaven, the Heaven of Gnosis.

In the image above we can see this depicted quite clearly. However, if we allow our egointellect to drive us and search for answers we will only end up in the realm of the external
ego-consciousness, the Ego-Mind of the Astral Heavens; the Seven Mythos Heavens and the
Three Logos Heavens. This creates a perpetual loop of consciousness exchange and as our
Mind/Soul (consciousness) becomes more polluted with ‘information’ from the Ego-Mind it
naturally, due to the Law of Attraction, attracts ever more imbalance. This is important to
understand because the quality of our mind/soul/consciousness determines WHERE our Soul
ends up in the afterlife.
During the Inner Journey I was shown the following which people may find of interest:
“…The reader must appreciate the following description is a symbolic tale, and white and
black refers purely to the purity of the soul or the darkness of the soul, and not to skin colour.
In one very revealing meditation I was watching a huge carousel spinning round with souls
trapped on it. I know this because I saw my father on this carousel and he had died a couple
of years earlier, so I knew it referred to souls that had passed away. As the carousel kept on
spinning round, the white souls gradually became darker and darker in energy and
appearance. Every so often, the carousel would stop and a completely black soul would
descend back to earth. After watching this procedure for a while I was gradually moved
backwards and I began to see more of what was happening. On top of the carousel was a very
old gnarled left hand that seemed to be manipulating or controlling it. As I moved further
away my gaze followed this hand upwards and I saw the left hand and arm belonged to, or
what reminded me of, a very old witch/wizard, dressed completely in black with pyramidal
shaped hat, and this ‘being’ was devoid of any light.
“My gaze transferred to the right arm of this being and as I followed the right arm down, I
noticed that the right hand was manipulating and controlling another carousel, an exact
replica of the one controlled by the left hand. This carousel was also full of departed [lost]
souls and it too was spinning round and the souls were becoming darker each time. Once
again I watched as the carousel stopped and a completely black soul descended back to earth.
The dark being was laughing as it controlled both these realities.
“I realised at this stage that there were two realities or major beliefs that could capture our
soul when occupying the physical body – basically religious beliefs, and non-religious beliefs
such as occultism, freemasonry, theosophy, new age etc - and also two ‘realities’ that could
ensnare the departed soul when it left the physical body – your typical Heaven and Hell. At
the time I did not know how encompassing this control was, or as widespread these two
apparent separate beliefs were, or indeed, how deeply they were ALL connected when you
broke them down to the very Core. All I knew at the time was they were created and
controlled by what I initially believed was one Archon in the astral heavens – the Chief
Archon - and both sets of beliefs actually led back to the one same place. This is why I have
constantly stated my understanding is that 99% of our belief systems have been, at least
today, deliberately created for us…”
At first I was unsure what this wizard/witch stood for symbolically. As I travelled further on
the inner journey the answer came to me. The wizard/witch was merely symbolic of the
diseased Ego-Mind controlling both aspects of the Ego-Consciousness. So I was shown quite
clearly that BOTH the Seven Mythos and Three Logos Astral Heavens were being
manipulated by the Ego-Mind and both were using programmed ‘souls/minds’ to possess

humans under the astral lie of reincarnation. This is exactly how the World and humans have
been controlled for thousands of years! [To be fair to True Logos and True Gnosis, this is a
false-logos where True Logos has become infiltrated by the Ego-Mind over the years and
subtly altered to point the follower back into the Ego-Mind’s diseased Ego-Consciousness.]
Here I quote directly from the mouth of a RS what this reality thinks of us Humans: ‘useless
lumps of empty soulless flesh.’ Is this a reality we can trust? Is this reality really from
Source, from Isness the Singularity? No of course it isn’t, RS come from the Heavens of the
Ego-Consciousness which is as far removed from Creation and Source as anything can
possibly be!
However, if we complete the Inner Journey we align our mind/soul with the pure energy of
Isness/Oneness and our soul/consciousness is purified. As a result we naturally attract and are
attracted by the Pure Consciousness of the One True Heaven, the Heaven of Gnosis! This
keeps us totally protected from ALL Astral sources and provides us with the knowledge and
the wisdom of how to recognise imbalance and impurity in consciousness all around us.
Hence we achieve Gnosis and can easily recognise this diseased consciousness, where it is
and how it works.

We can see in the above image that this is Existence explained in full, from beginning to end.
Everything in the external consciousness of the Universe is a reflection of what is within all
living things. Unfortunately the ego-intellect of MAN has created a diseased consciousness in
the form of the Ego-Mind’s Astral Heavens, depicted above. When our Soul becomes

polluted by this diseased consciousness then upon physical death, the Soul will naturally be
attracted to, and by, the same consciousness it has become. So when we become the likeness
of the diseased consciousness by believing in it and sharing it with others around us, then our
Soul on death is attracted to and by this diseased Astral Consciousness where it is literally
captured by the Mythos/Logos Ego-Mind Heavens. Here the Soul is programmed in Soul
Groups who have to obey the Law of Silence and are then ‘sent down’ to ‘occupy’ a new
body under the Ego-Mind’s lie of ‘reincarnation’.
The above image to the right shows that we have the Source Energy of Creation which is
pure unconscious energy, the Oneness/Isness that just IS. Far left we have the reflection of
this Pure Source Creation Energy depicted as Pure Consciousness. This pure consciousness
consists of Pure Energy and Pure Information, therefore it is AWARE and it is conscious, it
has BECOME and this my friends is True Gnosis, True Logos! This is what we are all trying
to ‘become’, a reflection of the Creative Light of Isness with full awareness, leading to an
eternal lifetime for the Soul in pure harmony free from all imbalances, wars, greed, prejudice,
religion and all the rest we associate with the material world. This would represent the true
meaning of r>=0 and hence the equation is explained with full accuracy.
**********
More facts to know: The ego-mind and its’ astral heavens see humans in a despicable way,
and I quote: ‘Human Vessels’, ‘Drones’ and ‘useless lumps of empty soulless flesh.’ Now
does this seem like this is coming from pure source energy, from the Creative Energy of
Isness/Oneness?
However, the converse is true if we align our Soul with the Inner Light, the pure energy of
Creation, then we are attracted to and by this same pure consciousness upon death. We can
see this explained in the above diagram. The Inner Journey helps purify our
soul/mind/consciousness and as a result this protects us from these astral heavens and their
insidious influences. We can also see this cycle of ‘reincarnation’ that the ego-mind uses to
influence and control the physical world – the Earth – and everything upon it. Once stuck in
this cycle it is virtually impossible to break free from it. So we get this one chance in this
present lifetime to help our Soul – which is eternal after it has developed naturally through
the process of creating new life – and this has to be the most important thing we can do in this
one life where we have the freedom to do so.
What is important to realise is that without completing the Inner Journey it is IMPOSSIBLE
to achieve Gnosis, no matter how ‘intelligent’ we feel we are. Also if we are egointellectually compromised and we are lacking the balance between the left and right brain
then this also will stop people from recognising True Logos and True Gnosis even when it is
presented to them.
How people respond to this information is down to them and if anybody reacts to certain
information then it is prudent to ask WHY this is, why am I reacting? I am merely sharing
information through my love of Creation and my despair for humanity and the great fall it has
undertaken over the years. I have been sharing information like this for nearly 20 years and

have never charged anything for it. The information doesn’t belong to me; it belongs to the
people, to everybody!
Have a great journey people and I hope at least a few people will find this information of use
and help in their continued journey for gnosis and freedom in this world, and the afterlife.
Michael Faust
********************

